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2 Some criticism of Design Research

Abstract
This contribution analyzes Design Research in its past
and current status with regard to a prevailing opinion,
that besides great success there remain weaknesses and
deficits due to its uncontrolled proliferation and fragmentation of contents, topics and goals. It describes an
attempt to trace back irritating phenomena in the not
explicitly articulated field of conflicts between the wish
of design researchers to be acknowledged as working
scientifically and the need to contribute in the same way
to design practice. A first step to approach the problem
might be to clarify the roles a design researcher plays or
wants to play, and to focus his research activities on
properly defined objectives.
Keywords: Design Research, Engineering Design Science, Design Methodology, design practice, science,
lifecycle, customer focus

An overview of the past decades of Design Research
shows that some characteristics are present throughout
this kind of research.
First, a substantial enlargement and fragmentation of
research topics is obvious over time [2]. The numbers of
issues addressed in design conferences increased dramatically (Fig. 1).
Visiting big design conferences, the participant tends
to get lost within the variety of sessions, topics and
themes offered.
Second, Design Research obviously didn’t attract designers. Analyzing roughly the authors of a big design
conference like ICED’13 [3], even nowadays academic
authors dominate (Fig. 2).
Surprisingly, a conference on “Engineering Design” –
a topic of interest to the industries - attracts only quite a
small amount of authors and also participants from
industry.

1 Introduction and motivation
Design Research has grown up substantially to an internationally performed and widely accepted discipline
within the area of engineering research. A huge number
of design researchers as well as lots of conferences and
workshops demonstrate its worldwide attractiveness and
the vividness of the Design Research community.
Although Design Research has matured dramatically
in the past decades, its development has been uncontrolled, evolutionary and was stamped substantially also
by non-rational influences from cultures, countries and
schools. Being involved in designing (the process of
creating technical systems and products) and Design
Research for more than 40 years [1], the author wants to
reflect Design Research critically in regard to its development, to its manifestation and to ongoing discussions
and open questions. Many remarks from students, researchers and colleagues address true or imagined
weaknesses, deficits or undesirable trends. Numerous
discussions point to the right problems but mostly do
not result in conclusive attempts which contribute to
solutions.
This paper tries to point out some answers, of course
not for all problems mentioned, and of course no holistic and final ones. This contribution should rather be
seen as an attempt to demonstrate a feasible way to get a
better understanding of Design Research, to contribute
to the clarification of the issue and the understanding of
the self-image as a design researcher. Hopefully, it may
initiate a discussion within the community which gives
new impulses for reflection and improvement.

Fig. 1 Explosion of Design Research subjects over
time (1965 until 2005)

Fig. 2 Distribution of authors (ICED’13) [3] according to their origin (academia and/or industry)
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Fig. 3 Typology of case studies in ICED’13 [3] papers
Fig. 5 Design process with its elements and
sub-processes abstracted and formalized

Third, research on design and designing mutates on
and on to negotiations far away from industrial context.
Once again, a rough analysis of case studies within the
ICED’13 [3] contributions (Fig. 3) demonstrates a substantial percentage of contributions without any or - if
they do - fictious or limited industrial case studies.
In total, Design Research is mainly carried out by
academia and hence influenced by its tradition as well
as substantially seems lacking the needs and requirements of design practice.
The subsequent chapters start with a formalized review of what makes designing, Engineering Design
Science and Design Methodology, to provide insights
into the differences and similarities. Further some conclusions are drawn out of the findings, why designing
offers such a wide area of research activities and what
could be done within Design Research to balance science and practice.

design project, Fig. 5 formalizes the content of Fig. 4 on
a commonly used process modeling approach [4]. Even
if this presentation is - compared to the complexity of a
real design project - highly reduced and abstracted, one
may recognize various processes which result in the
solution as well as processes to develop the designing
itself. Steps of analysis and synthesis take turns in a
complex, diverse and cross-linked manner and it’s obvious, that designing is not at all a standardised procedure with fixed steps. On the contrary, it’s really a complex process of applying knowledge, using experience,
getting insight, recognizing new items and relations and
permanently adapting the subsequent design steps on
past, achieved and expected results.
Besides the product and process related activities,
various influences from outside like customers, markets,
suppliers or competitors affect designing as well as
influences from the company itself like those from controlling, production, sales or management. Designer use
a huge set of data, knowledge, models, methods and
tools and the entire set of processes of acquiring, transforming and creating information has to be seen as an
outstanding characteristic of design work.
It’s obvious too, that human related characteristics
like motivation, creativity, mental capabilities or experience are highly relevant for design work and its efficiency and effectiveness.
To sum up one may say, that designing has to be
regarded as an extremely complex way of problem
solving in a various and dynamic environment. That’s
why design work offers such a broad platform for this
huge diversity of research activities illustrated in Fig. 1.

3 The nature of designing
Presenting in snapshots a specific design project of a
small 3D-adjuster for positioning fiber-optic cables (Fig.
4), one can see several states of design work (results,
conditions) as graphs and connecting processes as arrows.
To clarify what’s happening in general during such a

4 Supporting designing by research
Designing is substantially supported by research, but
what kind of research? Is it a rather fundamental research like the one in mechanics or even mathematics?
Could it be a more applied research like it is done e.g. in
research on manufacturing technologies? Is there a
scientific basis in design related research? Are design
researchers really scientists?
Trying to get an answer, one may have a look on
statements of experienced design researchers.
Pahl&Beitz [5] define e.g.: “The substantial task of an

Fig. 4 Snapshot view of processes and results for the
development of a xyz-adjuster for fiber-optic
cables
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engineer (designer) is to find solutions for technical
problems by the means of Natural Science and Engineering Knowledge”.
Whereas “Natural Science” is fairly well defined, the
term “Engineering Knowledge” seems to be vague and
ambiguous. In fact, if we have a closer look on research
activities supporting designing, it covers manifold engineering, natural, economic and social aspects, facets
and nuances. That means too, it’s no major problem for
an individual researcher to detect a novel research area
related somehow to design. And it’s easy for him to
tackle there a specific research question never been
tackled before demonstrating his originality and innovativeness.
But besides the variety and diversity of Design Research activities, fundamental questions have to be
asked on such a research
(a) To what and to whom this specific research activity
is contributing to?
(b) Is this research linked to or based on science or is it
linked to and based on something else?
(c) Does the entire set of research activities and results
contribute to an item called Engineering Design
Science and what makes this item similar or different to “established sciences”?
In the following the support of design work via research in general will be highlighted to get insights into
the characteristics of design related research activities
and to sort out a structural approach. This will be used
finally to draw some conclusions for the assessment and
even harmonisation of Design Research itself and for
the “marketing” of Design Research outcome in publications, workshops and conferences.

real world, derives and evaluates hypothesis and formulates models and methods. These may be used to predict
new or unknown phenomena in the real world, what is
called a deductive procedure.
As a fundamental prerequisite of such a scientifically
based research approach the results have to be universally valid and transferable. Everyone starting with a
given set of initial conditions will consequently get the
same result. The process of reasoning and getting results
must be verifiable and understandable without any influences of individual factors like interpretation or estimation.
At that point, by reflecting the results of past and
current Design Research and applying this rigid standard of Natural and Engineering Sciences reasonable
doubts keep already raising. Do the current body of
knowledge on design and the entire outcome of Design
Research activities indeed fulfil these rigid criteria? And
what about this construct called Engineering Design
Science [6]? Does it fulfil the criteria mentioned above
too?

② Supporting designing by research on Social Sciences

Designing isn’t a purely technical activity, but it is
highly influenced and often dominated by characteristic
features of individuals and by interactions between
individuals (groups, teams, hierarchies etc.). Consequently some design researchers [7] argue that a science
of design should be a holistic concept of science containing a science of artefacts as well as a science of
actions. This leads directly to the assumption that Social
Sciences and in particular cognitive psychology may
contribute to support design work. Consequently, design
researchers co-operated with psychologists and sociologists [8] since the mid-eighties of the last century to
proceed in that research area what is called Empirical
Design Research.
After intensive negotiation with the role of cognitive
psychology [8, 10] however it must be noticed, that
Social Sciences present plenty of theories and models
basically useful for designing, but most need substantial
adaption to the design context, part of it has to be seen
as a long-termed task.

(1) Supporting designing by research on science

① Supporting designing by research on Engineering
and Natural Sciences

Engineering and Natural Science use steps of analysis
and synthesis to create scientific and universally applicable theories (Fig. 6).
The inductive procedure observes phenomena of the

③ The need for research on a holistic Engineering
Design Science

Engineering, Natural and Social Sciences contribute
amazingly to design work. The outstanding success of
engineering products and the omnipresence of engineering in daily life demonstrate impressively the success not only of design work but of the related beneficial input of sciences in general. Science enriches
knowledge for design dramatically and enables designers to achieve its current performance.
But looking back once again at Fig. 5, nevertheless,
one must notice, that science supports only partly the
design process in its entire complexity.

Fig. 6 Science based research process with its
sub-processes abstracted and formalized
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to the sphere of utopia than to the sphere of reality. Until
now this concept of an “Engineering Design Science”
isn’t clarified precisely. Nevertheless, research on the
way to it is one of the most challenging and at the same
time fascinating activities for researchers.
(2) Supporting designing by research on
methodologies
Widely used in design work are design methodologies, methods and tools based on proposals of individual
researchers [5, 7, 14, 15, 16, 24] or research schools and
communities [12, 17]. Such methodologies are extremely valuable for design practice and cover the entire
set of sub-processes and activities in designing (see Fig.
9).
Empirical design studies proved that the expertise
and competence of an individual designer is highly
based on the skilful use of elements of such methodologies (Fig. 10). The skill is strongly developed all the
more as related strategies, methods and rules are internalized and used as a kind of individual thinking routine.
In the past many researchers contributed and still
contribute to that body of design knowledge, producing
a variety of methodical support for design work.
Jänsch [18] analysed these proposals and considered
them as a kind of summarized product or process
knowledge of experts in specific areas of design work.

Fig. 7 Support of Engineering and Natural Sciences
to designing
Engineering and Natural Sciences both focus on
modelling and optimizing products, properties and their
characteristics (Fig. 7). A substantial support of processes like defining design tasks, generating product
ideas or deriving adequate design activities from a given
embodiment design is widely missing.
The role of Social Sciences with regard to the contribution and support of design work may be demonstrated
similarly. Even though the evidence cannot be provided
in detail, Fig. 8 indicates a rough idea which design
processes might benefit from applying knowledge,
models and methods from Social Sciences. Like the
support of Natural and Engineering Sciences only a few
but other design processes may benefit. It has to be
stressed out this doesn’t say anything neither about the
effort for applying findings of Social Sciences to a specific design context nor about the actual benefit itself.
From a demand oriented point of view it’s obvious
that there is an urgent need for a kind of science like it
was addressed by several authors [6, 11, 12, 13]. This
science should relate, integrate, harmonize and develop
design related theories, axioms and models of other
sciences and create a coherent body of knowledge,
models and methods, enabling design researchers to
describe, analyse, model and support designing.
Based on the view of theories of science one should
wonder that by saying there might be no evidence
whether such a holistic kind of science [25] exists at all.
Engineering Design Science as a rallying point and even
as a unification of sciences seems to belong more

Fig. 9 Support of Design Methodologies to designing

Fig. 10 Substantial improvement of a 3D-coordinate
adjuster by applying the design rule “exchange
of joints”

Fig. 8 Support of Social Sciences to designing
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working methodically substitutes the effort “to learn”
designing by the effort “to learn” using methods
properly, which in the end might be the same.
(4) First summary and conclusions
Research on designing is manifold in regard to
themes and topics and created a huge variety of output
in the past. At first glance one can differentiate research
activities in fundamental, scientifically based approaches and in applied, methodological ones. Each approach
is governed by specific rules, obeys specific criteria,
serves specific purposes and addresses specific “customers”.
Scientific based Design Research turns for the related
science community, is evaluated using criteria like truth,
logic or recognition and should contribute to the body of
well defined, universally valid and transferable theories.
Methodical based Design Research develops “virtual
procedures” to support “thought processes” for the design of artefacts as well as for the design of (design)
processes. The strategies, methods, rules and tools created that way should be supportive for the use in design
practice. They should increase efficiency and effectiveness of design work, be accepted eagerly, and used
successfully by designers in practice or students in an
educational environment. A further requirement might
be the coherence to other existing methodologies.
In total, one has to realize, that Design Research until
now represents mostly a mix of scientific elements with
methodologies as individually gained expertise partly
enriched with individual assumptions and beliefs [20].
The composition of such a mix often doesn’t seem to be
created consciously.
It is this pre-scientific status constituting and representing most of current Design Research, which “knits
the brows” of so called “true scientists” and creates
distinct reservations. Related prejudices and reproaches
may affect the working conditions of design researchers
to the extreme if they compete with true scientists either
on budget or staff within a faculty/university or on
funding of sponsors. Merely a small minority of scientists accepts to excuse scientific weaknesses on the
grounds of the “youth” of current Design Research
which is developing in decades only compared to the
centuries or even millenniums, Natural and Engineering
Sciences has had for its development.

Fig. 11 Methodically based research process with its
sub-processes abstracted and formalized
Analogously to the formalized generalisation of science in Fig. 6, one can describe such a process of creating methodical proposals (Fig. 11).
Observing phenomena while designing, an expert
summarizes and condenses his observations and reasoning to an expertise which may be used individually
or is published for the use in a community.
Such expertise transformed into methods and tools
usually is called a heuristic. Heuristics support design
work substantially and a lot of published case studies [1,
5, 7, 12, 14, 15, 20, 24] demonstrate the successful use
in daily design work.
(3) Engineering Design Science and Design
Methodologies
Comparing the processes of research in science and
methodologies one can see similarities: an inductive
part deriving hypothesis by observing phenomena in
products and processes. But in contrast to science (see
Fig. 6) in the process of creating methodologies (see Fig.
11) a formal deductive part with rigid proofs by verification and evaluation, and therefore legitimate claim for
generalization is missing. It is rather a qualitative process of generalization that takes place, mostly performed in the mind of the individual researcher. Looking unemotionally on the nature of such a methodical
support, one has to argue, it spares the essential criteria
of science like universally validity and transferability.
Methodologies have to be characterized as well-tried,
virtual procedures rather than as proven truth.
In addition, compared to science elaborated axioms,
paradigms or theories are missing in methodologies.
Advices, case studies, hints and tips dominate, formulated by researchers to ease the use. This inherent
vagueness of methods and the related uncertainties in
the use are crucial for beginners exploring a design
method, whereas advanced designers (better: advanced
methodologists) may fall back on experience and practice by using a method for adapting it to a specific design context or even “playing” with it to test its power.
Cognitive psychologists [19] label this professional
dealing with design methods as “heuristic competence”.
In a sarcastic interpretation one may argue, that

5 The concept of research customers
Unlike some voices in fundamental sciences which
claim that “true research” does not obey needs and purposes, Engineering Research in general and Design
Research in specific has to deliver results - in a wider
sense - for “customers”. The mere fact that entire Design Research is paid by the society including companies, sponsors, universities or research agencies should
oblige design researchers to “pay back” the investment
received “to do the job”. The term “design” research
itself indicates (like the term “engineering” research)
the appropriation of the so labeled research activities.
Surprisingly, it’s unlike the term “Natural” Science
research, which indicates not the “customer” but the
object the research is dealing with!
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(1) The 4-area model of Design Research
Accepting the differentiation of Design Research in
two ways: a scientifically and a methodologically oriented one (see chapter 4.4), the latter type of research
should be regarded first.

① The research area of methodologies and

technologies
It’s obvious that this type of research producing
strategies, methods, rules and tools is doing the job for
design practice and partly for design education. This
may be seen here as a unity and shouldn’t be considered
separately. If we summarize the entire design support as
an area of methodologies and technologies (Fig. 12),
this area just serves the purpose to support designing as
an action.

Fig. 13 The 4-area model of design related areas with
mutual deliveries and requirements [22]
products and systems for being manufactured, sold and
delivered.
Again, design practice defines originally the characteristics of products, services and combinations, which
are used by (originally called) customers in the product
lifecycle.
Within this model, the area of Engineering Design
Science may finally be seen supportive for creating and
performing methodologies and technologies for designing. This may be the case by creating the basis/fundament for them, as well as by linking, harmonizing or even consolidating findings of other sciences.
Each area has specific customers, obeys specific
quality criteria and receives requirements from the area
above to which it delivers virtual output or physical
“goods” back.
In generalization of the 4-area model in Fig. 12 one
may say, that research on life in general may be traced
back to a 4-area model of:
 Use or Usage (as a generic term for applying real or
virtual items within the lifecycle)
 Practice (as a generic term for planning, designing
and producing goods and/or services)
 Methodologies and Technologies (as a generic term
for formalized and standardized procedures for
planning, developing or producing product and
process related knowhow)
 Science (as a generic term for fundamental recognitions and relations).

Fig. 12 The research area of design methodologies
and technologies [22]
In full accordance to the classification of Gramlich
[21] one may differentiate:
(a) Design Technologies cover the entire set of processes using “physical” systems (hardware) to support designing like the use of computers, printers,
smart boards, rapid prototype machines or even
pencils.
(b) However, Design Methodologies are a label for
virtual procedures in form of prescriptive advices,
documented in textbooks, databases or software.
Both, technologies and methodologies are proposals
for realizing processes, the former to realize (real)
documentation, transformation or handling processes,
the latter to realize (virtual) thinking, reasoning or
communication processes.
As already mentioned, Design Methodologies and
Technologies serve a purpose, and therefore have to be
seen as deliveries for others. Like in product design,
deliveries are accepted the more as requirements from
the customers are fulfilled. That is the reason why the
creation of methods and tools by Design Research may
also be regarded as a specific kind of a design process
with all its characteristics to support human thinking.

(2) Design Research within the 4-area model
Regarding the 4-area model of research activities it’s
now easy to depict specific Design Research activities
within the model (Fig. 14). Each link between different
areas or between different items within an area may be
seen as a kind of a Design Research activity [22].
According to Fig. 14 some examples may demonstrate the usefulness of the model to structure the variety
of Design Research activities:
 “Research on Customer Needs” may collect and
analyze needs and requirements in specific use areas and may propose e.g. a generic structure as a basis for storing requirements within a database.
 “Research on Transfer of Methods and Tools” may
analyze current weaknesses and deficits of introduction and implementation of methodical support
into design practice and may correlate the findings

② The entire 4-area model
Consequently enlarged, one ends up with the entire
Design Research model growing up to a 4-area model
(Fig. 13) with mutual deliveries and requirements between the areas [22]. In spite of the simplified presentation in Fig. 12, the model stands for an enormous complexity of items and relations because of its extreme
manifold and dynamic.
The “customer” of the area of Design Methodologies
and Technologies is design practice, where designers
work in a real design environment producing virtual
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variety and dynamic of influences on designing like
technology innovation, globalisation or advance of
information technology in daily life that leads inevitably
to such a heterogeneous research landscape with fragments, streams, schools and islands of research.
Once again, the question arises: Is there a chance at
all to succeed in developing a fairly coherent body of
knowledge, models and methods for designing called
Engineering Design Science? Or – a truly unsatisfactory
idea – have we to accept that Engineering Design Research ends up like Sisyphus in a never ending research
cycle producing a cosmos of diverging and fragmented
research output?
(1) Some remarks to the role and self-image of
academic Design Research
Academic Engineering Design Research is largely
carried out on universities and is inherently linked with
the claim to be scientific. The 4-area model teaches us
to be modest with regard to the degree of freedom, the
perspectives and the chances for it.
It’s no question at all that we are also able to work
scientifically in Engineering Design Research creating
e.g. formalized models of artefacts like it was done in
the publications of the Theory of Technical Systems
(TTS) [23]. But in this case our specific “customers” are
not the industrialists, but above all those people, who
use our theories to generate methods and tools for design practice. In other words: To work as a “hardcore”
scientist in Engineering Design Research is feasible, but
it means to say good bye to design practice! Without
any support and adaption of scientific findings to the
needs and environment of practice a transfer of these
findings will hardly succeed. These crude remarks don’t
say anything against the value of pure scientific Design
Research! But it says a lot about the disappointment of
design scientists. They expect a frenetic applause for
their research by designers because of its logic and
clarity but nothing happens.
What else than working pure scientifically could academic design researchers do? The other extreme would
be to work like a consultant and create professional
support for design practice, very specifically drawn up
for branches, companies or even departments. Doing
this, the question arises: “What is the difference of such
an academic research compared to a consultancy and
what might be the “surplus value” of academic research?
A final answer to the way of academic Design Research is as often in life: “Try to create a good compromise”. Such a compromise may be to agree on the development of useful methods and tools for design practice, and their successful implementation based on scientific and well evaluated models. Therefore, at least the
models have to be generic, whereas the methods and
tools may be specifications for the actual design context.
Of course such a strategy represents a particular
challenge as it implies for a researcher to serve two
lords! But doing academic research in the area of design
isn’t an easy task at all. It should rather be seen as a
sphere of activities and a challenge for our best young
people. And there is no doubt that numerous case stud-

Fig. 14 Typical Design Research items presented on
the background of the 4-area model [22]
with results from a review of literature.
“Design Research Methodology” may analyze
research approaches in different sciences, extract
phenotypes of research procedures, and may transform them into prescriptive proposals for performing Design Research (see [11])
 “Empirical Design Research” [8, 10] may analyze
the behavior of individuals and teams in design
practice and trace back the observed phenomena on
statistically proven recognitions of psychology
 “Research on Transfer of Recognitions” may select
recognitions in specific areas of science (e.g. logic
or systems theory) and include it in concrete terms
of designing.
Obviously the model may depict the huge variety and
manifold of past and current design activities with quite
different objectives, procedures and purposes. These
activities range
 from pure scientific research activities like development of a design language to formalize degrees
of freedom of mechanical connections [9] over
 scientific based techniques of modeling of artefacts
like platform systems for car-families until;
 simply pragmatic, consultancy like proposals for
improved team meetings using Metaplan.
The 4-area model structures Design Research within
a content based research framework. This may be seen
as a value of its own. In the last chapter it will be used
as a kind of surplus value to approach the questions to
what extend the model may be used and whether it may
contribute to dissolve the criticism raised at the beginning of this paper.


6 What are we doing in Design Research
and is this, what we should do?
After all it has to be stated, that the obvious rank
growth of current Design Research can’t be traced back
to the inability of design researchers to concentrate on
“genuine objectives”. The model rather mirrors the
complexity of the research topic “designing”. It is this
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from mechanical and mechatronic engineering,
from physics, chemistry, material sciences to inform each other how elements and structures of
elements may be represented and presented, and
which tools enable us to do this efficiently and accurately.
In fact, what we do see, at least referring to big conferences, is a mix of everything what seems to be like to
fire a shotgun hoping to hit a maximum of targets with a
limited number of pellets.

ies like [12, 15] provided evidence of its success.
(2) Some remarks to education and training of design researchers
Agreeing on the requirements for a design researcher
mentioned above, this has consequences for education
and training too. As mentioned at the very beginning in
Figs. 2 and 3, the industrial background of research
publications in average seems to be limited. This is
probably the reason for the weak industrial background
of a number of design researchers.
If we ask substantial contribution from Design Research for design practice, we have to make demands
too for a minimum of design experience (not necessarily
expertise) on behalf of the design researchers. For example, how should a designer design a marketable
product, if he doesn’t reflect and understand what a
customer wants to do with it? This means education and
training for design researchers, curricula for students
and working conditions for young researchers must take
the design environment, the working procedures in
design practice and the industrial context into account.
To lead students and junior researchers closer to design
practice in industry, convenient elements are students
work in industry for one semester or even one year,
industrial work within a study or intensive project work
during the research time after studies.
If there isn’t at least elementary design practice
available, Design Research tends quickly to be done in a
more hobby based, in some way naive style or it slips
off in academic messing around. At this point let’s come
back to the famous “Early Phases”, design researchers
love to address in their research. This causes indeed a
huge waste of time and motivation because of its inappropriate relation to the main areas and core problems
of design work in industry.

(4) Harmonization, consolidation, unification of Design Research outcome?
More and more design researchers feel uncomfortable
with the rank growth of activities and outcomes in Design Research and ask for guidance. The call for harmonization, consolidation or even unification increasingly
comes up. But remembering once again the 4-area model, it’s obvious, that influences from quite different
sciences, research approaches and views on designing
have to be taken into consideration.
An often articulated proposal relates to consolidate
terminology in Design Research. For example a design
related dictionary or a Wikipedia should be created. At a
closer look at terminology the approach of consolidation
doesn’t seem to be realistic. The terms “function” or
“process” e.g. have quite different meanings in Mathematics, Design Methodology, Economics or Cognitive
Science. The background of each term is a concept, an
idea, a model, which is labelled by a term. It is the concept, the idea, the model, which constitutes that, what a
term expresses – not the way around! Therefore, consolidation of terminology would mean consolidation of
a label and not of the content, which seems to be quite
questionable and resembles the approach to consolidate
homonyms.
Instead of consolidating terminology it looks promising to consolidate the content represented by concepts,
ideas or models. This approach should get started, but
carefully within well defined limits, e.g. within the area
of lifecycle or artefact modelling. Supposed to be successful, this approach would benefit a lot. It makes no
sense at all, that e.g. in almost each PhD-thesis or dissertation a set of concepts like method, model, information or knowledge is newly defined or even worse
modified, to fit better to the findings of the researcher.
Nevertheless, one should be aware that different domains like Engineering, Economics, Informatics or
Psychology may have different views on a topic, each of
them not being correct or wrong, but different. A consolidation of these differences in views and glances
should be seen as highly questionable - even if it seems
possible, or desired. Probably a mutual referencing of
definitions and a careful harmonisation of concepts and
models will be the maximum one can achieve.

(3) Improving the marketing of design events
There is almost no design book, no design conference
highlighting its content as highly relevant or rather
valuable for scientists, industrialists, students, teacher,
engineers etc. The idea behind this omnipotent claim is
clear: To attract an audience as big as possible. But in
the view of marketing, this strategy is neither promising
nor successful as mentioned at the beginning of this
paper.
Remembering the 4-area model there are 4 domains
with domain-specific items, requirements, needs and
deliveries. To address “inhabitants” of such specific
domains means to arrange specific events with specific
messages, objectives and styles. A strategy “from everything something” rarely motivates participants. Consequently,
 if we want to attract designers from industry, we
have to present those methods and tools supporting
substantially urgent problems (not academic ones)
within their daily work; we have to demonstrate
them the effort in time and money needed and the
benefit gained; we have to explain the process of
introduction and implementation etc.
 if we want to talk e.g. about the foundation of modeling artefacts, we should organize a conference
“Engineering Design Science” inviting researchers

7 Conclusions
This contribution starts with some weaknesses and
deficits of current Design Research, analyses the nature
of design work, Design Research and Engineering Design Science, derives a model of design related areas as
a basis for structuring the variety of Design Research
activities and ends up with some proposals for improved
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Design Research activities.
The author is highly aware of the provisional nature
of his reasoning, of inconsistencies and limits. The
driving force behind this contribution was the expectation, to address some often mentioned but rarely in
detail discussed problems and deficits of Design Research as well as of self-understanding of design researchers. Hopefully the presented models and remarks
help to point out some ways, how to attack problems
and how to deal with fundamental questions within our
community.
Besides all niggling it should be clearly said, that in
regard to its short time of development Design Research
had matured to an impressive and internationally perceived level. There is no need at all to walk “in sackcloth and ashes” because of current weaknesses and
deficits of our daily work in Design Research. But from
time to time it should be worth to remember the saying:
“The better is the enemy of the good”.
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